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Controlling the levers 
of customer satisfaction
Russian insurance group centralizes its contact center and sees service levels soar in tandem 
with huge rise in operational efficiency

Realizing value from existing 
IT investments
For SOGAZ Insurance Group, with several 
expanding businesses and over 800 sales offices, 
customer service improvement would come only 
from a centralized contact center. Integrated 
business applications, automated work 
processes, and real time performance reporting 
had to be matched by intelligent incoming call 
prioritization—a very difficult task.

“Our vision was a cutting-edge contact center 
offering close management of service levels and 
accuracy and scalability in predicting workloads 
and handling rising call volumes,” says Georgy 
Chudayev, Integrated Contact Center Director.

Having agreed location and functionality, the 
company scouted the market. “Being a software 
company was the decisive factor in favor of 
Genesys. Its solutions are platform independent 

and were compatible with our existing 
systems,”Chudayev explains. “Unlike other 
vendors’ offers, we weren’t forced to buy  
an enterprise version oversized for our needs.”

So the choice of Genesys technology  
meant SOGAZ avoided extra expense and 
systems integration complexity when making  
the transition.

Inbound and outbound 
operating in harmony
The new contact center brings together the 
Genesys Customer Experience Platform,  
Digital Channels, and Reporting and  
Analytics—delivered as an integrated solution.

With a single customer interaction point for 
all lines of business, SOGAZ has transformed 
productivity and customer experience. Agents 
spend most of their time dealing with customers 

Customer: SOGAZ Insurance Group
Industry: Financial services
 Location: Russia
Agents: 115

Challenges: 
• Consolidate multiple  customer interfaces 

into a single location
• Make contact center operations more 

agile and automated 

Solutions:
• Genesys Customer Experience Platform
• Genesys Digital Engagement Channels
• Genesys Reporting and Analytics
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100%+ decrease 
in dropped calls

400% more 
calls handled
due to greater operational efficiency

50% Decrease
in wait times

calling to inquire about insurance products or 
to discuss details of their insurance contracts. 
When a call comes in, the Genesys system 
identifies the customer and his account and 
intuitively opens the right window, presenting the 
agent with the latest information from the Siebel 
CRM database. 

Main outbound activities are customer 
satisfaction surveys and telemarketing projects. 

“The Genesys and CRM systems work as one,” 
says Chudayev. “We can quickly identify products 
that could be of interest to our customers and 
launch targeted campaigns. Lists, scripts, and 
reports are all generated automatically.”

Efficiency enhancements 
creating customer 
satisfaction
The Genesys solution has enabled SOGAZ to 
increase the efficiency of its business. It’s seen 
a fourfold rise in inbound call volumes over the 
last three years, but greater agent productivity 
means it’s only had to grow its workforce by a 
factor of three.

“Waiting times have been halved, with a two-thirds 
reduction in dropped calls. Average call duration 
is just two-and-a-half minutes, ”Chudayev says.

As these indicators have improved, so has 
customer satisfaction. SOGAZ regularly assesses 
service levels through internal quality checks 
and mystery shoppers. The company is now 
considering implementing Genesys Workforce 
Management to automate work scheduling and 
improve forecasting methods.

“Waiting times have been halved, with a two-thirds reduction in 
dropped calls. Average call duration is just two-and-a-half minutes.”
Georgy Chudayev, Integrated Contact Center Director, SOGAZ Insurance Group


